Background: Impairments of cognitive control have been theorized to drive the repetitive thoughts and behaviors of obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) from early in the course of illness. However, it remains unclear whether altered trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control characterize young patients. To test this hypothesis, we determined whether trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control are altered in children with OCD, relative to healthy controls. Methods: Forty-eight patients with pediatric OCD and 48 healthy youth performed the Multi-Source Interference Task. Two types of trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control were examined: post-error slowing (i.e., slower responses after errors than after correct trials) and post-conflict adaptation (i.e., faster responses in high-conflict incongruent trials that are preceded by other high-conflict incongruent trials, relative to lowconflict congruent trials). Results: While healthy youth exhibited both post-error slowing and post-conflict adaptation, patients with pediatric OCD failed to exhibit either of these effects. Further analyses revealed that patients with low symptom severity showed a reversal of the post-conflict adaptation effect, whereas patients with high symptom severity did not show any post-conflict adaptation. Conclusion: Two types of trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control are altered in pediatric OCD. These abnormalities may serve as early markers of the illness.
INTRODUCTION
Patients with obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) often have difficulty controlling intrusive thoughts (obsessions) and behaviors (compulsions) despite realizing that they do not "make sense" (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) . One framework for interpreting these deficits posits that they arise from impaired cognitive control: the ability to voluntarily control behavior, monitor the consequences of one's actions, and make behavioral adjustments when necessary (Norman and Shallice, 1986) . Consistent with this view, OCD has been linked to disturbances of cognitive control in response inhibition (Rosenberg et al., 1997; Bannon et al., 2002; Aycicegi et al., 2003; Watkins et al., 2004; Chamberlain et al., 2006) and negative priming (Enright and Beech, 1993) paradigms.
Problems with making trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control may also be present in OCD, especially under conditions that are characterized by high levels of processing conflict. For example, an OCD patient may "get stuck" in a repetitive pattern of action like repeatedly washing her hands because she does not adjust appropriately to the conflict between (a) trying to perform a more productive task and (b) feeling compelled to wash her hands again. An appropriate adjustment might involve pausing to prevent an error (e.g., another hand-washing episode) or further increasing attention to the goal of performing the more productive task.
These two types of behavioral adjustments are often observed in laboratory studies of response-interference tasks (e.g., the Stroop task). The first type of adjustment is called post-error slowing. Posterror slowing is thought to reflect a greater emphasis on response accuracy (at the expense of response speed) following an error, which serves to prevent future errors (Botvinick et al., 2001) . Operationally, it is defined as slower responses in correctly performed trials that are preceded by high-conflict error trials (errorCorrect) as compared to low-conflict correctly performed trials (correctCorrect; Rabbitt, 1966; Laming, 1968; Botvinick et al., 2001) . The second type of adjustment is called post-conflict adaptation. Post-conflict adaptation is thought to reflect greater focusing of attention on relevant information following high-conflict, correctly performed incongruent trials (e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001; Egner and Hirsch, 2005) . Operationally, it is defined as faster responses in incongruent trials that are preceded by other incongruent trials (iI trials) as compared to congruent trials (cI trials; e.g., Egner et al., 2008) . Notably, both post-error slowing and post-conflict adaptation are "appropriate" reactions to high levels of processing conflict because they each serve to enhance future performance.
Support for the view that OCD is linked to altered trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control comes from multiple sources. First, aberrant post-error slowing has been reported in adults with OCD symptoms (Fitzgerald et al., 2005) , although such effects are not always observed (Hajcak and Simons, 2002; Endrass et al., 2008) . Second, altered post-conflict adaptation has been observed in patients with adult OCD compared to controls (Meiran et al., 2011) and in college students with high (vs. low) levels of subclinical OCD symptoms (Soref et al., 2008) . Given the typical onset of OCD during childhood and adolescence (Pauls et al., 1995) , altered trial-by-trial adjustments of control (i.e., post-error slowing or post-conflict adaptation) may also be present in pediatric OCD and may predict the severity of symptoms experienced by individual patients. To our knowledge, however, no prior study has explored these possibilities.
To investigate whether trial-by-trial adjustments of performance are altered in pediatric OCD, we asked patients with pediatric OCD and matched controls to perform the Multi-Source Interference Task (MSIT; Bush and Shin, 2006) . The MSIT is designed to evoke high levels of processing conflict while remaining easy enough for children to perform (Bush and Shin, 2006; Fitzgerald et al., 2010 ) and thus appears well-suited for exploring altered cognitive control in pediatric OCD.
We made two predictions. First, based on previous studies of healthy youth (Davies et al., 2004; Santesso et al., 2006; Ladouceur et al., 2007) , we hypothesized that healthy youth would exhibit both post-error slowing and post-conflict adaptation. Second, based on previous studies showing impaired trial-by-trial adjustments of performance in adults with OCD (Fitzgerald et al., 2005; Soref et al., 2008; Meiran et al., 2011) , we predicted that patients with pediatric OCD would exhibit alterations of both (a) post-error slowing and (b) post-conflict adaptation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
The participants (age range: 8-19 years) were 48 patients with pediatric OCD and 48 age-and gender-matched healthy youth (Table 1 ). All participants were evaluated using the KiddieSchedule for Affective Disorders-Present and Lifetime Version (Kaufman et al., 1997) , the Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC, March et al., 1997) , and the Child Depression Inventory (CDI, Kovacs, 1992) . Patients were also evaluated using the Children's Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (CYBOCS, Goodman et al., 1989) . Socio-economic status (SES) was evaluated using the Hollingshead-Redlich index (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958) . Among patients, comorbid diagnoses were separation anxiety disorder (n = 4), generalized anxiety disorder (n = 2), anxiety disorder not otherwise specified (NOS, n = 2), depressive disorder NOS (n = 5), major depressive disorder (n = 2), and tics (n = 6). Patients with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or autism spectrum illness were excluded. Twenty-four patients were taking medications at the time of the study, including fluoxetine (n = 14), sertraline (n = 6), fluvoxamine (n = 1), citalopram (n = 2), and temazepam (n = 1). After providing each participant and his/her parents with a complete description of the study, written informed assent and consent, respectively, were obtained from pediatric participants and their parents.
EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM
In each trial of the MSIT (Figure 1 ), participants were required to report the identity of the unique digit among three digits -1, 2, or 3 -by pressing a key on a keypad. The digits 1, 2, and 3, respectively, were mapped to the index, middle, and ring finger of the right hand. In incongruent trials (e.g., "322"), the unique digit (e.g.,"3") appeared in a spatial position (e.g., left) that engendered a conflicting response (e.g., index finger), relative to the correct response (e.g., ring finger). The identity of the two identical distracter digits (e.g., "2") also engendered a conflicting response (e.g., middle finger), relative to the correct response (e.g., ring finger). In congruent trials (e.g., "020"), the unique digit (e.g., "2") appeared in a spatial position (e.g., middle) that engendered a non-conflicting response (e.g., middle finger), relative to the correct response (e.g., middle finger). The two identical distracter digits were always zeros and therefore also did not engender a In each of the five runs, there were 24 incongruent trials, 24 congruent trials, and 12 fixation trials. Each trial lasted 3 s. In congruent and incongruent trials, an MSIT stimulus appeared for 500 ms after which a fixation cross was presented for 2500 ms. In fixation trials, a fixation cross was presented for the entire 3 s.
conflicting response, relative to the correct response (e.g., middle finger). All participants performed five runs of the MSIT. Each run consisted of 24 incongruent trials, 24 congruent trials, and 12 fixation trials presented in a random order. In each congruent and incongruent trial, a three-digit stimulus appeared for 500 ms, followed by a 2500-ms interstimulus interval (fixation cross, "+"). In each fixation trial, a fixation cross was presented for the entire 3000 ms. Participants practiced the task before the main experiment to ensure they understood the instructions and could perform accurately. The behavioral data were collected as part of an ongoing imaging study whose results will be reported elsewhere.
DATA ANALYSIS
Our analyses focused on determining whether post-error slowing and/or post-conflict adaptation differed among healthy youth and patients with pediatric OCD. Separate analyses were conducted on median reaction time (RT) and mean accuracy using PASW statistics 18. Significant main effects and/or interactions from the ANOVAs were followed up with planned contrasts. t -Tests and Pearson correlations were considered significant when their associated p-values were less than 0.05 (two-tailed).
Post-error slowing
To determine whether the magnitude of post-error slowing differed for the two groups, we analyzed current congruent and current incongruent trials separately. This ensured that the vastly different response times in these conditions would not confound the post-error analysis. Each analysis was conducted using a mixed ANOVA with previous trial type (correct, error) as a withinparticipants factor and group (patients, controls) as a betweenparticipants factor. Furthermore, each ANOVA included only those participants with at least five errorCorrect (i.e., correct trial after an error) trials. This resulted in 28 controls and 25 patients being included in the analysis of current incongruent trials, and 11 controls and 19 patients being included in the analysis of current congruent trials. Table 1 provides demographic and clinical measures for the sub-samples of patients and controls that were included in the analysis of post-error slowing in incongruent trials. Of note, these measures did not significantly differ from those in the participants who were excluded from the overall sample (p-values >0.10).
Post-conflict adaptation
To determine whether the magnitude of post-conflict adaptation differed for the two groups, we conducted separate three-way ANOVAs for RT and accuracy. Each ANOVA had three factors: previous trial type (i, incongruent and c, congruent) and current trial type (I, incongruent and C, congruent) served as withinparticipants factors and group (patients, controls) served as a between-participants factor. Notably, our analyses of post-conflict adaptation excluded trials containing exact stimulus and response repetitions across consecutive trials because such repetitions can induce post-conflict adaptation effects via priming (Mayr et al., 2003) or, more generally, feature integration effects (Hommel et al., 2004) .
Given that impaired conflict processing may characterize OCD (Chamberlain et al., 2006) , we expected greater disruption of postconflict adaptation in patients when the current trial was incongruent (high-conflict) as compared to congruent (low-conflict). Thus, we further examined post-conflict adaptation separately for current congruent and current incongruent trials. Each of these two analyses was conducted using a mixed ANOVA with previous trial type (congruent, incongruent) as a within-participants factor and group (OCD, controls) as a between-participants factor.
Correlations between trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control and clinical measures
To test for relationships between trial-by-trial adjustments and symptom severity, we correlated post-error slowing and postconflict adaptation with current CYBOCs scores. In addition, we tested for effects of age and age by group interactions on posterror slowing and post-conflict adaptation. Finally, to explore the possible influence of medication on trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control, we compared post-error slowing and postconflict adaptation in medicated and unmedicated patients. In the post-error analyses, only participants with at least five errorCorrect trials were included. interaction between previous trial type and group [F (1,51) = 5.24, p < 0.05]. While healthy youth slowed their responses after errors [t (27) = 2.17, p < 0.05], patients showed nominally faster RTs following errors, relative to correct trials [t (24) = −1.10, p > 0.10; Figure 2] . No other effects were significant.
POST-CONFLICT ADAPTATION
Median RT
An ANOVA with previous trial type (congruent, incongruent), current trial type (congruent, incongruent), and group (patients, controls) revealed several significant main effects and interactions. First, there were main effects of previous trial type [F (1,94) [Of note, there was no interaction between current trial type and group (F < 1, p = 0.765). Thus, in this sample, the main effect of current trial type did not differ in patients and controls.] Third, there was a three-way interaction among all three factors [F (1,94) = 6.79, p < 0.05]. Visual inspection of the data suggested that post-conflict adaptation (i.e., faster responses in iI than in cI trials) was present in controls, but not in patients ( Figure 3A) . Figure 3 , right], leading to an interaction between previous trial type and group for current incongruent trials [F (1,94) = 8.97, p < 0.01]. In sum, not all trial-by-trial adjustments were impaired in OCD patients; rather, patients showed a selective alteration of post-conflict adaptation.
Mean accuracy
There was a main effect of current trial type [F (1,94) = 162.11, p < 0.001] and an interaction between current trial type and group [F (1,94) = 4.86, p < 0.05; Figure 3B ]. The main effect of current trial type was driven by lower accuracy in incongruent trials, relative to congruent trials, as previously reported in the MSIT (Bush et al., 2003; Fitzgerald et al., 2010) . The interaction between current trial type and group was driven by a greater difference in accuracy between incongruent and congruent trials in patients, relative to controls. No other effects were significant (all p > 0.10).
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TRIAL-BY-TRIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF COGNITIVE CONTROL AND CLINICAL MEASURES
There was no significant correlation between post-error slowing and current CYBOCS score in patients with pediatric OCD. However, there were significant correlations between post-conflict adaptation in incongruent trials and (a) current CYBOCS compulsion score [r(45) = 0.416, p < 0.01, Figure 4A To better characterize the correlation between post-conflict adaptation in incongruent trials and current CYBOCS compulsion score in OCD patients, we performed a two-way ANOVA on median RT for incongruent trials. The factors included previous trial type (iI, cI) and severity of compulsion (high, low). As the name of our second factor -severity of compulsion score implies, patients were categorized into two groups based on their current CYBOCS compulsion scale scores. One group was characterized as having high symptom severity (range of scores, 11-17; n = 19) while the other was characterized as having low symptom severity (range of scores, 0-8; n = 19). Nine participants with mid-range scores (i.e., 9 and 10) and one participant with missing values were excluded from this analysis.
The ANOVA revealed a main effect of previous trial type [RT iI > RT cI , F (1,36) = 5.06, p < 0.05] and an interaction between previous trial type and group [F (1,36) = 12.90, p < 0.001]. Planned contrasts revealed that patients with low compulsion scores responded more slowly to iI than cI [1046 vs. 974 ms, t (18) = 4.48, p < 0.01, two-tailed] while patients with high compulsion scores did not (RT iI vs. RT cI , 1103 vs. 1120 ms; Figure 4B ).
Although age was negatively correlated with median RT in both patients (r = −0.690, p < 0.001) and controls (r = −0.720, p < 0.001), there was no group difference in the magnitude of this effect (i.e., no group × age interaction, p > 0.1). Further, in both patients and controls, there was no correlation between age and post-error slowing, or between age and post-conflict adaptation. Finally, neither post-error slowing nor post-conflict adaptation differed between medicated and non-medicated patients (both p-values >0.1).
DISCUSSION
We investigated whether patients with pediatric OCD exhibit abnormal trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control, relative to healthy controls. In line with prior work, controls exhibited both post-error slowing and post-conflict adaptation in incongruent trials. Further, as predicted, patients did not exhibit either of these effects. These findings support our hypothesis that trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control are altered in pediatric OCD.
POST-ERROR SLOWING
Unlike healthy controls, patients with pediatric OCD did not slow their responses in incongruent trials following errors, relative to incongruent trials following correct responses. The absence of post-error slowing in pediatric OCD contrasts with prior work showing similar levels of post-error slowing in adult OCD (Endrass et al., 2008) and in college students with high (vs. low) OCD symptoms (Hajcak and Simons, 2002) . Given these prior results, the present findings suggest that the absence of post-error slowing in incongruent trials may be specific to pediatric OCD. Given that children and adolescents find most tasks more difficult to perform than adults (Hogan et al., 2005; Friedman et al., 2009) , we speculate that trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control may be reduced in pediatric OCD when attentional resources are depleted during difficult tasks (e.g., the MSIT). Future studies will be necessary to test this speculative hypothesis and to determine whether normal post-error slowing and conflict adaptation are observed in pediatric OCD during the performance of less demanding tasks. Post-error slowing is thought to depend on intact frontostriatal circuitry (Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2006) . Specifically, fMRI data from adults show that behavioral adjustments such as post-error slowing activate both the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC, Kerns et al., 2004) . The ACC is believed to monitor for high levels of response conflict (e.g., incongruent trials and errors) and, upon detecting such conflict, signal LPFC-mediated cognitive control mechanisms to improve subsequent performance (Kerns et al., 2004) . Thus, the www.frontiersin.org lack of post-error slowing in pediatric OCD may index a failure of ACC-LPFC interactions underlying cognitive control, consistent with recent work linking OCD to altered functioning of these regions (Menzies et al., 2008; Fitzgerald et al., 2010) . Future studies might be conducted to directly investigate this hypothesis.
Future studies will also be needed to explore which psychological processes giving rise to post-error slowing are impaired in pediatric OCD. As mentioned earlier, post-error slowing may reflect the operation of performance monitoring processes that enable more careful, deliberative responding following an error (e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001) . From this perspective, the lack of post-error slowing in pediatric OCD may reflect heightened performance monitoring in correctly performed trials (e.g., due to the intrusion of task-irrelevant thoughts) as well as in error trials, such that RT is longer in correctCorrect as well as in errorCorrect trials. Another possibility is that post-error slowing occurs because errors are rare, "oddball" events that draw attention away from the primary task (Notebaert et al., 2009) . From this perspective, the lack of post-error slowing in pediatric OCD may reflect frequent task-irrelevant thoughts that draw attention away from the primary task in correct as well as in error trials. Clearly, additional work will be needed to distinguish these (and other) views.
Regardless of which view proves correct, the present findings are important because they indicate that patients with pediatric OCD fail to specifically recognize and/or react to errors. Such deficits may play a central role in OCD, wherein an inability to detect and/or react to errors of thinking (i.e., obsessions) may compromise patients' ability to resist compulsive behaviors and move on to more productive activities. Consistent with this possibility, a primary goal of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is to teach OCD patients to identify obsessions as thinking errors that must be deliberately resisted. Also consistent, following successful CBT many patients become able to disengage from compulsive urges and orient their behavior toward achieving more productive goals.
POST-CONFLICT ADAPTATION
Patients with pediatric OCD also exhibited reduced post-conflict adaptation in current incongruent trials. Specifically, while healthy controls exhibited post-conflict adaptation in current incongruent trials (i.e., they responded more quickly in iI than cI trials), children with OCD did not, suggesting a failure to recruit control processes that enable behavioral adjustments. Interestingly, this deficit was specific to behavioral adjustments in current incongruent trials as no such abnormality was observed in current congruent trials wherein both groups responded more quickly in cC than in iC trials. This result shows that not all trial-by-trial adjustments of behavior are impaired in pediatric OCD. Rather, only those adjustments that must be implemented under highconflict conditions (i.e., during incongruent trials) are impaired. As we speculated earlier, problems with implementing behavioral adjustments under high-conflict conditions may relate to OCD patients' inability to resist compulsive behaviors (e.g., repeatedly washing one's hands).
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN POST-CONFLICT ADAPTATION AND OCD SYMPTOMS
At the level of individual patients, the magnitude of post-conflict adaptation varied with compulsive symptom scores. Patients with low scores exhibited a reverse post-conflict adaptation effect: they responded more slowly in iI than in cI trials. In contrast, patients with high scores showed no evidence of post-conflict adaptation. Generally speaking, these findings fit with our hypothesis that pediatric OCD is linked to deficits in cognitive control. However, the finding of a reverse post-conflict adaptation effect in patients with low scores is somewhat surprising. One possibility is that these patients experienced greater conflict in iI than in cI trials, possibly due to spillover from the prior incongruent trial. A second possibility is that even reverse post-conflict adaptation indexes the operation of cognitive control processes that function to optimize performance. Consistent with this second possibility, healthy adults sometimes exhibit post-conflict slowing (Verguts et al., 2011) , rather than post-conflict speeding, and such slowing may serve to minimize errors in high-conflict incongruent trials (Ullsperger et al., 2005) . We therefore speculate that the reverse post-conflict adaptation effect in patients with low symptom severity may reflect abnormally large post-conflict slowing, which leads to slower (not faster) responses in iI trials than in cI trials. Furthermore, the complete lack of post-conflict adaptation in patients with high symptom severity may reflect exaggerated slowing following both congruent and incongruent trials, consistent with an abnormally high recruitment of performance monitoring processes after all trials. Consistent with this possibility, median RT was especially high in patients with high compulsive symptoms scores (Figure 4B, middle) . In sum, the magnitude of post-conflict adaptation varied with compulsive symptom scores, but additional studies will be needed to explore various interpretations of these effects.
LIMITATIONS
While we excluded exact stimulus repetitions in our experiment, the nature of the MSIT prevented us from excluding partial stimulus repetitions. Partial stimulus repetitions occur when the stimulus that serves as the target or the distracter in one trial serves as either the target or the distracter in the next trial (e.g., the target in one trial becomes the distracter in the next trial). Notably, partial stimulus repetitions can influence the magnitude of conflict adaptation (Hommel et al., 2004; Egner, 2007) . One might therefore wonder whether the group difference in conflict adaptation that we observed reflected a group difference in the effect of partial stimulus repetitions on performance, rather than a group difference in cognitive control.
Post hoc analyses argued against this possibility. In particular, although both patients and controls exhibited marginally faster response times in trials with partial stimulus repetitions than in trials without partial stimulus repetitions [F (1,94) = 3.67, p = 0.058], there was no group difference in the size of this effect [F (1,94) = 1.254, p = 0.266]. These findings suggest that partial stimulus repetitions exerted equivalent effects in patients and controls, and that they did not account for the group difference in conflict adaptation that we observed. Nonetheless, future studies of conflict adaptation in OCD could improve upon the present work by using tasks in which partial stimulus repetitions can be excluded from all analyses.
Two other limitations of the present study relate to the absence of post-error slowing in congruent trials and to the relatively small sample size. With regard to the former, the absence of post-error slowing in congruent trials was observed in a relatively small subset of the participants and should therefore be interpreted with caution. With regard to the latter, the relatively small number of patients in this study (and their limited age range: 8-19 years) precludes a detailed investigation of whether and how trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control are altered in OCD across the entire lifespan. Future studies will be needed to address each of these limitations.
Our overall finding that OCD youth exhibit reduced post-error slowing contrasts with prior work indicating normal post-error slowing in adult OCD (Hajcak and Simons, 2002; Endrass et al., 2008) . This discrepancy raises the possibility that our findings may only be relevant to understanding pediatric OCD. However, rather than being a limitation of our study, this finding suggests that control deficits associated with OCD may change over the lifespan. Longitudinal studies of OCD might therefore help to link the present findings with prior findings from the adult OCD literature (Hajcak and Simons, 2002; Endrass et al., 2008) . Further, longitudinal studies of youth at risk for developing OCD (e.g., first degree relatives of OCD patients) might reveal whether alterations of cognitive control appear before or after the onset of OCD symptoms.
CONCLUSION
The present findings demonstrate that trial-by-trial adjustments of cognitive control are reduced in patients with pediatric OCD, relative to healthy youth. They also show that the magnitude of these reductions varies with symptom severity. Future studies of these effects may help to reveal early markers of the illness that are useful in both research and clinical settings.
